
What Others Say
“Honestly, I can’t recommend Chris enough. His
professional manner accompanied with his friendly
personality is not only a credit to Method recruitment
but to Chris himself. The entire process was seamless,
and I had plenty of communication from Chris
throughout. I’ve never been interviewed by someone
before who made me feel as comfortable as Chris did. If
only more recruiters were like Chris, the world would be
flourishing with good workers and even better morale.
Chris did an excellent job in matching me to my new
role, and I have no hesitation in recommending Method
Recruitment with the knowledge that their care factor
is a core value of their business.”
– Recently placed senior finance professional

“It was a pleasure meeting with you. I truly enjoyed
learning more about your proactive approach and about
your passion towards matching the right candidate to
the clients’ expectations. I really appreciated your
feedback, and you sharing your professional advice
with me.”
– New SME Client 2022

Christopher Burrill
Finance Recruitment Consultant – Retail, FMCG & Manufacturing 

About Method
Method Recruitment Group offers a
unique service proposition to
counteract the challenges and gaps
that our clients are facing, including
lack of transparency, recruiters over-
promising and under-delivering or by
being transactional in nature.
Method provides Technology, Finance,
Sales and Marketing recruitment,
dealing with startup businesses
through to SME / Enterprise
organisations with a long-term mindset
to deliver above expectations.

Mission
Go beyond, be creative and exceed all
expectations

Vision
To elevate the reputation of the
recruitment industry.

Why Method
Specialist Approach
(No Advertising)

Transparent Process

Quality Focus

Reduced Time

Community Focused



About Christopher
Chris Burrill is a Finance Recruitment Consultant at Method Recruitment Group, where he has an
ever-growing network of Accounting and Analyst professionals, as he has specialized in
recruiting for finance teams across the areas of retail, FMCG and manufacturing. Chris prides
himself on his personable approach to recruitment, endeavoring for his clients and candidates
alike to never experience the sometimes-transactional nature of the industry.

Chris has a passion for finding the perfect candidate for his clients’ teams. This means finding
not only those that can carry out the job brief, but those who will fit in well with the culture of the
business and can bring something to the table that will enhance the capabilities of their new
team. Chris is highly meticulous in taking on new vacancies so that he can provide this same
service to all of his clients, irrespective of industry, business size or the type of role he is looking
to fill.

Chris started his professional career in Retail and FMCG; first in junior roles at David Jones and
then graduating on to an Executive Management role in ALDI Stores Australia’s Area Manager
team. In realizing his strong social skills could be better utilized elsewhere, Chris joined Method
Recruitment as a Talent Manager and immediately hit the ground running. Only 9 months later,
Chris was promoted to the position of Recruitment Consultant – and has continued to build on
his patch extensively in both a candidate and client capacity.

Outside of work, Chris spends his time hanging out with his eclectic group of international
friends – many of whom he grew up with around Southeast Asia. Chris also enjoys regular
exercise, attending live music events and taking day/weekend trips out of town to enjoy the
beautiful natural landscapes Victoria has on offer. Chris holds a Bachelor of Economics with a
major International Trade & Finance and a Bachelor of Arts with an extended major in
International Relations from the University of Queensland.

Contact Christopher
0412 734 938
christopher.burrill@methodrecruitment.com.au
https://www.linkedin.com/in/christopher-burrill/

Christopher
Burrill

Christopher Recruits
Financial Accountant
Management Accountant
Finance Analyst
Finance Business Partner
Finance Manager
Financial Controller
CFO/GM of Finance


